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Introduction

1

INTRODUCTION

Dissertation thesis deals with recognition of the emotional state from human speech.
The dissertation describes the current state of the Speech Emotion Recognition topic,
deals with methods for speech features extraction, classification methods and is devoted
to the design of a new system for speech emotion recognition. This system is modeled
on the newly created emotional database emoDBova and the new database for stress
detection 112DB. Designed speech emotion recognition system is implemented in secure
communication infrastructure. The new databases are composed of spontaneous speech in
the Czech language. The system for speech emotion recognition is designed on the basis
of the last knowledge and to achieve higher accuracy than relevant proposals. The system
is implemented to infrastructure, and its role is speech emotion recognition of phone
call participants. Above mentioned newly created databases, a unique system for speech
emotion recognition and its actual implementation in communications infrastructure are
also major contributions of this work.

1.1

Motivation

Usability of information about the emotional state is wide. According to [1], "if we want
computers to be genuinely intelligent and to interact naturally with us, we must give
computers the ability to recognize, understand, even to have and express emotions." From
this perspective, an emotional condition is utilized to estimate the mood and adapt the
computer’s response to the man. Further use is the detection of stress [2]. Men in action
such as an army, police, and fire components are exposed to high psychological pressure.
Dispatching can use the information extracted from communication channel about the
agent under stress and changes actions tactics and procedure. With information about
customer’s emotion state, an agent in call management or marketing centers will assess
the situation and respond appropriately on customer reaction [3]. On the other hand, the
success of agents and products also can be rated by customer satisfaction. We can assume
that speech processing can detect irony and sarcasm like text-dependent systems used in
social media [4], which gives the opposite of the content.
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1.2

Goals of dissertation thesis

Points mentioned bellow, represents total goals of the dissertation that describes the
dissertation schedule based on the new trends in emotion recognition from speech.
• Creation of the training and testing Czech language database with various emotion
state recordings.
• Design of novel classifier dealing with speech emotion recognition. The contribution
will be an identification of the most significant features in speech affecting human
emotions and the own classifier based on the artificial neural network.
• Verification of results and achieved contribution, compared with actual well-known
systems.
Goals of the thesis have been approved by the Commission on rigorous examination,
held in February 2014.
The work includes a description of the new system design for speech emotion recognition. This system should classify emotions in the Czech language. Therefore, one of the
goal defines the creation of a Czech emotional database which will be used for training
and testing system. The third goal defines the implementation of the system in the real
environment, infrastructure for voice service (telephone calls). The implemented system
will be used for analyzing of calls and classifying the emotional state of the caller. System
design should meet the conditions of increased accuracy compared to the presenting proposals. It will be necessary to explore and utilize proven methods of classification. The last
point defines a verification section that compares the obtained results against presented
and publicized proposals.
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STATE OF THE ART

In general, recognizing emotional states from human speech requires a similar approach
to any pattern recognition issue. The vast majority of previous approaches generalized
procedure for estimation of emotional speech. The block diagram in Fig. 2.1 shows the
main steps of the procedure.

Fig. 2.1: Block diagram of the SER system. The process is divided into training, testing, and
validation phase. Selected features are used to test and validate the system.

2.1

Emotional speech databases

Number emotional speech databases are quite large. They differ on a number of factors
which must be taken into account especially for comparing SER systems with each other.
Listing of 64 emotional speech database is shown in Tab. A.1 located in Appendix A [5].
Additional information such as language, number, and nature of the subject, additional
physiological signals related to emotional states, the purpose of the database (analysis or
synthesis), contained emotional states, and the kind of emotions (natural, simulated and
estimated). At first glance, it can be seen that SER systems are limited to the extraction
of several emotional states. Most corpora consist of a maximum six emotional states.

2.2

Feature extraction and selection methods

The SER is in most cases performed by speech processing without linguistic information.
Present knowledge allows speech processing to extract valuable information from the
pure acoustic signal. However, there are cases where SER is supported by the ASR.
At first glance, ASR enhances the classification with linguistic information where the
mood of conversation can be estimated from content. This fact is widely misleading.
The vast majority of the ASR is developed and worked on speech databases which do
not contain spontaneous speech. Speech recognition is not used due to the inability to
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recognize the content (linguistic information) of the emotionally tuned speech. After the
speech processing and feature extraction is a standard step of selecting symptoms. After
the speech processing and feature extraction is advisable to select only significant features
to reduce feature vector to ”𝑔𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑒𝑛 𝑠𝑒𝑡” and accelerate classification.
2.2.1

Classification methods

Existing research points to many classification methods used in speech emotion recognition. Hidden Markov Model (HMM), Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM), Support Vector
Machine (SVM), Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN), Deeplearning networks and others are most frequently used. It is clear that each type of classifier has advantages as well as disadvantages. This fact was the reason for using multiple
classifiers fusion.
Each classifier reaches the various precision when processing different databases. Schuller
et al. (Schu10) presented cross-corpora evaluation to increase independence between training and testing sets. There were showed results from six databases in a cross-corpora and
multilingual experiment. Table 2.1 shows few important results for mentioned classifiers
and standard (known) databases [6].
Tab. 2.1: Classification performance of single classifiers on well known databases.
Classifier

Performance

SVM

up to 81% in several cross-corpus experiments
with varying number of classes
89% in Berlin EMO and DSPLAB databases

GMM

86% in Chinese LDC
81% in Berlin EMO database

Zhou et al. [9]
Atassi and Esposito [10]

86% in Berlin EMO database
~81% in ELSA multi-lingual emotional speech
database

Yun and Yoo [11]

HMM

ANN

Reference

~60% (speaker dependent) and 55% (gender dependent)
in LDC emotional prosody speech-transcripts database
83.2% (speaker dependent) and 55%
(speaker independent) in Berlin EMO database
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Schuller et al. [7]
Yang et al. [8]

Nogueiras et al. [12]
Cen et al. [13]
Iliou and Anagnostopoulos [14]
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3

THE FIRST DRAFT OF CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM AND
EVALUATION ON REFERENCE DATABASE

This chapter is devoted to comparing the accuracy of the described classification methods
and proposal of the new approach for speech emotion recognition system. Emotions recordings used in this experiment come from well-known Berlin Database of Emotional
Speech - Emo-DB (BerlinDB) [15].

3.1

Feature extraction and selection
Tab. 3.1: Number of features from different categories.
extraction area

all regions

voiced regions only

LLDs

34 + 34△

4 + 4△

21

19

functionals
Total

1582

The number of features is significant at first sight. Therefore was feature vector selected
with PCA method. Reduced vector do not yield the expected results. On the one hand,
a number of features rapidly decreased but also drastically decreased the accuracy of all
classifiers. The conclusion of this analysis is a decision not to apply the method for feature
selection due to the main objective of research which is highest possible accuracy.

3.2

Emotion recognition - 5 emotions

The objective of this experiment is the selection of the most accurate classifier considering
to the recognition of five emotional states. The following tables show the precision kNN, SVM and Feed-Forward Back Propagation Neural Network (FFBP-NN). Data and
classifiers have been set as follows:
• Data: 5 emotional state from BerlinDB, aprox. 404 recordings (15% for testing),
1582 features.
• k-NN 10 neigrbours, euclidean distance metric, squared inverse distance weight.
• SVM kernel function: cubic, automatic kernel scale, one-vs-one multiclass method.
• FFBP-NN number of neurons: 10n in hidden layer, 5n in output layer
Studied group contains five emotions (classes). Each classifier recognized emotional
states with similar precision, in other words, there is not one emotion more significant
from the others. Overall average accuracy is 77% for k-NN, 80% and 81% for FFBPNN. Previous studies promised relatively high precision of chosen classification methods
[Par15], especially for the results from Tab. 3.2 achieved by FFBP-NN. Figure 3.1 show
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ROCs for five emotional states of FFBP-NN classifier, where the best result are represented by curves moved to the top left corner.
Tab. 3.2: FFBP-NN confusion matrix for 5 emotional states with 81% precision.
Predicted

True class
72

6

22

0

0

Fear

0

88

13

0

0

Happiness

25

8

75

0

0

Neutral

0

0

14

69

18

Anger

Sadness
[%]

0

1

0

0

99

Anger

Fear

Happiness

Neutral

Sadness

Fig. 3.1: ROC for FFBP-NN classifier for 5 emotional state of BerlinDB.

3.3

Parallel emotion couple recognition system - first classifier
proposal

The idea was to use the findings from the experiment in Sec. 6.2.2 from thesis. The effort
was to create a system using the parallel fusion of multiple models. The system consists
of 10 classifiers trained on pairwise combinations of emotional states. One classifier is
trained by features of the emotional couple. The great precision of the results established
experiment is the reason to choose FFBP-NN for each of the ten models. The design of
described system is shown in Fig. 3.2.
The feature vector of studied sample is forwarded to all classifiers. One emotion score
is calculated separately and compared with each other. 4 classifiers, which include a given
emotion (for example score for emotion 3 - happiness is provided by results from classifiers
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Fig. 3.2: Parallel cross-emotion recognition system for 5 emotions. System contains 10 model for
emotion couples.

B,E,H,I) create the score for the final decision. Final determination rule about the classes
𝑐 is formulated by Eq. 3.1, where 𝑃 𝐷(𝑘) (𝜔𝑗 |𝑥𝐹 ) is the posterior density distribution of the
emotion category 𝜔𝑗 for the feature vector 𝑥𝐹 from the classifier 𝐷(𝑘).
𝑐 = argmax

𝐾
∑︁

𝑃 𝐷(𝑘) (𝜔𝑗 |𝑥𝐹 ).

(3.1)

𝑘=1

The decision rule is made by argmax function from the sum of posterior density dis-
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tributions.

𝑐=

⎧
⎪
⎪class
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ 2
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩

𝑓 𝑜𝑟

(︁

𝑓 𝑜𝑟

(︁

3

𝑓 𝑜𝑟

(︁

4

𝑓 𝑜𝑟

(︁

5

𝑓 𝑜𝑟

(︁

𝑃

𝐷(𝐴)

(𝜔𝑗 |𝑥𝐹 ) + 𝑃

𝐷(𝐵)

score
)︁
(𝜔𝑗 |𝑥𝐹 ) + 𝑃 𝐷(𝐶) (𝜔𝑗 |𝑥𝐹 ) + 𝑃 𝐷(𝐷) (𝜔𝑗 |𝑥𝐹 )

𝑃 𝐷(𝐴) (𝜔𝑗 |𝑥𝐹 ) + 𝑃 𝐷(𝐸) (𝜔𝑗 |𝑥𝐹 ) + 𝑃 𝐷(𝐹 ) (𝜔𝑗 |𝑥𝐹 ) + 𝑃 𝐷(𝐺) (𝜔𝑗 |𝑥𝐹 )

)︁

)︁

𝑃 𝐷(𝐵) (𝜔𝑗 |𝑥𝐹 ) + 𝑃 𝐷(𝐸) (𝜔𝑗 |𝑥𝐹 ) + 𝑃 𝐷(𝐻) (𝜔𝑗 |𝑥𝐹 ) + 𝑃 𝐷(𝐼) (𝜔𝑗 |𝑥𝐹 )

)︁

𝑃 𝐷(𝐶) (𝜔𝑗 |𝑥𝐹 ) + 𝑃 𝐷(𝐹 ) (𝜔𝑗 |𝑥𝐹 ) + 𝑃 𝐷(𝐻) (𝜔𝑗 |𝑥𝐹 ) + 𝑃 𝐷(𝐽) (𝜔𝑗 |𝑥𝐹 )
𝑃 𝐷(𝐷) (𝜔𝑗 |𝑥𝐹 ) + 𝑃 𝐷(𝐺) (𝜔𝑗 |𝑥𝐹 ) + 𝑃 𝐷(𝐼) (𝜔𝑗 |𝑥𝐹 ) + 𝑃 𝐷(𝐽) (𝜔𝑗 |𝑥𝐹 )

)︁

(3.2)

Tab. 3.3: Score of classified emotion (top of table) for true emotion testing data (left of table).
[%]
Anger

Fear

Happiness

Neutral

Sadness

Anger

99

50

75

25

0

Fear

83

73

69

18

7

Happiness

90

50

85

25

0

Neutral

16

81

49

83

19

Sadness

5

63

20

62

100

True Class

Fig. 3.3: Score of classified emotion of parallel cross-emotion recognition system.

Table 3.3 and Fig. 3.3 show the final decision of system (according to sum of classifiers).
The score is obtained from the testing with the test set of recordings. The results show that
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the design is not entirely suitable. An error occurred in the emotions of fear and happiness
when it was incorrectly classified anger. The error results from the principle of individual
sub-classifiers. Each sub-classifier selects one class as a result of the classification. This
means that does not work with a universal background model, and always selects one of
its internal emotional states.
For example, recordings of happiness and fear will be classified as anger, because score
Σ1 reached the highest value, which is highlighted in Tab. 3.3 and showed in Fig. 3.3, where
purple column represents Σ1 score for anger decision. It must be said that this proposal
is not appropriate and will not be further developed in this work. However, presented
proposal is not used in this work but it is a challenge for the further research. The idea
to use pair models could be used in other applications. One of application could be to
speaker identification. One sub-classifier is trained on voice searched for a man versus
background model.
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4

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF CLASSIFIERS ON NEW
CREATED DATABASES

4.1

Czech speech database - emoDBova

The effort was the creation of a database for the purpose of training and testing SER
system. The system should be content and gender independent. The database (emoDBova)
was created by the Department of Telecommunications, VSB TU-Ostrava. Speech source
has become show from the Czech radio station. Show content consists of phone calls where
the moderator tried to trap called people. The result was quite a strong emotional stimuli
from a stressful situation. Groups of emotions are represented by anger, happiness, sadness
and normal. The disadvantage of this source is the absence of fear because it has been
stimulated very weak. Fear absence was confirmed by the result of subjective evaluation
also [Uhr14].
Recordings were freely available on the official website of the radio station and the youtube.com website, where the only audio part was taken. Recordings respect the following
characteristics:
• Duration of record from two to six seconds.
• Recording should not contain environmental noise.
• recording has to include human speech in the form of few words or a full sentence,
not only interjection.
The database contains a total of 439 recordings [Uhr16].
4.1.1

Subjective evaluation

Recording of the database was evaluated by subjects (students) in the age range from
18 to 26 years. Approximately 10 subjects rated each recording. Recording of different
emotion, gender and different accuracy of subjective evaluation can be exported from the
emoDBova. Table 4.1 describes the number of each emotional states recordings and levels
of evaluation (veracity).
Tab. 4.1: Database veracity and quantity.
Emotion

Veracity [%]

Quantity

Gender

Anger

93.75

128

equal

Happiness

51

76

equal

Neutral

68

164

equal

Sadness

72

71

equal
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4.1.2

Classification of emoDBova

Table 4.2 show achieved precision of the best k-NN classifiers for recordings from emoDBova. The lowest ability achieves k-NN and SVM for the emotional state of neutral. A
remarkable finding is that recordings marked as neutral were often classified as rest in set
(40% of not-neutral from k-NN, 55% of not-neutral from SVM). One reason may be the
lack of significant parameters for the separation of emotional states of neutral and other
emotions. A Very suitable classifier for presented task seems k-NN, which achieved the
best average result with 76% precision.
Tab. 4.2: k-NN confusion matrix for 4 emotional states from emoDBova with average precision
of 76%.
Predicted

True class
87

0

13

0

Happiness

0

80

10

10

Neutral

5

20

60

15

Sadness

0

21

0

79

Anger

Happiness

Neutral

Sadness

Anger

[%]

Fig. 4.1: ROC for k-NN classifier for 4 emotional state of emoDBova.

The result of this experiment confirms mentioned classification accuracy dependence
on the database type. The precision of classification methods on BerliDB was significantly
higher than in this case. Reduced precision was expected whereas emoDBova is not a
database from a recording studio but consist of normal telephone calls in radio shows.
Classifiers precision for BerlinDB was highest for FFBP-NN and the lowest k-NN. In the
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case of emoDBova, the results were just the opposite (best for k-NN). These results are
clearly visualized by ROC curves in Fig. 4.1. The effectiveness of this method shows a
bend of curves to the upper left corner. Comparison of the subjective evaluation and the
classification results are shown in Fig. 4.2.

Fig. 4.2: Comparison of subjective evaluation and k-NN, SVM and FFBP-NN classification precision fro emoDBova.

4.2
4.2.1

Additional databases
Czech speech database - 112DB

Firstly, it should be noted that all source data has been anonymised given the subject to
the Law on Personal Data Protection. The number of database recordings is small but
on the other hand, has a relatively high value for the design of a speech stress detection
system.
The database includes 31 recordings of calls between callers in need and emergency
call center agents. Recording length varies in the range of 30 seconds to 10 minutes.
The content of the call is in most cases from an unfortunate event (car accident, death,
violence and other incidents). The experiment confirmed that the database (in this form)
is suitable for the testing speech stress detection systems.
Tab. 4.3: Precision of classifiers on neutral-stress recognition task from 112DB.
k-NN

SVM

FFBP-NN

Neutral

73

96

96

Stress

95

97

100

[%]
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4.2.2

Czech speech database - emoMovieDB

The database was created by students within the scope of Multimedia Technologies at
Dept. of Telecommunications, Technical University of Ostrava. A source of the database
is voices of actors from Czech language movies. No recordings were subjectively evaluated.
Properties of database:
• 680 recordings
• 5 emotional states (anger, fear, happiness, neutral, sadness)
• Stereo, 48kHz, 32-bit float
• gender information included
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5

PROPOSAL OF MULTI-CLASSIFIER SER SYSTEM AND
VERIFICATION OF NEW APPROACH

Multi-Classifier Systems (MCS) focus on the combination of classifiers from heterogeneous
or homogeneous modeling backgrounds to give the final decision [16], [17].

5.1

MCS design

Individual classifiers are connected in parallel structure. The input vector of feature extraction is presented to each classifier. Classifier’s output is predicted class (winner) or
posterior probability. It will represent the input for the last block - fusion. The pipeline
of Fig. 5.1 shows a proposal of MCS for emotion recognition.

Fig. 5.1: Proposed MCS for emotion recognition based on fusion of three classifiers.

5.2

Fusion of the verification rate

For the system design were used the following combination methods for posterior probabilities.
• Product rule - this rule is based on the assumption that the feature vectors are statistically independent. The speech signal represented by feature vector 𝑥𝐹 is assigned
to the resulting class 𝑐 according to the formula:
𝑐 = argmax
𝑗

𝐾
∏︁

𝑃 𝐷(𝑘) (𝜔𝑗 |𝑥𝐹 ),

(5.1)

𝑘=1

where 𝑃 𝐷(𝑘) (𝜔𝑗 |𝑥𝐹 ) is posterior probability that feature vector 𝑥𝐹 belongs to 𝑗 class.
Posterior probability is output of 𝑘 𝑡ℎ classifier of total number of 𝐾 classifiers.
• Sum rule - this rule takes into account that the posterior probability of all classifiers
is not very different from the a priori probabilities of each class (count of one class
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against the other). Vector 𝑥𝐹 is assigned to a class 𝑐 based on the equation below.
𝑐 = argmax
𝑗

𝐾
∑︁

𝑃 𝐷(𝑘) (𝜔𝑗 |𝑥𝐹 ),

(5.2)

𝑘=1

where the meaning of the variables corresponding to the previous formula.
• Bayes belief integration - The approach mentioned above affects all classifiers as
well and does not include errors that were produced by each of them. These errors can
be simply described by confusion matrix. The combination of defined belief measure
for each classifier form a new belief measure for multiple classification system as
follows:
𝐾
∏︁

𝐵𝑒𝑙(𝑖) = 𝑃 (𝑥𝐹 ∈ 𝑐𝑖 )

𝑃 (𝑥𝐹 ∈ 𝑐𝑖 /𝑒𝑘 (𝑥𝐹 ) = 𝑗𝑘 )

𝑘=1

(5.3)

.

𝐾
∏︁

𝑃 (𝑥𝐹 ∈ 𝑐𝑖 )

𝑘=1

Probability described in the equation above can be easily calculated from the confusion matrix. Class with the highest 𝐵𝑒𝑙(𝑖) is chosen as the final decision of classification system.

5.3

Summary and comparison

All research described in this work towards to designing a system for speech emotion
recognition, especially for Czech speech. To achieve this aim, it was necessary to create an
appropriate database for this purpose. Czech emotional database emoDBova was created
out of spontaneous speech for system training and testing [Uhr16]. For comparison of
the results was used BerlinDB. The composition of feature vector was also one of the
key steps (Based on previous research [Par15], [Par16] and [Par14]). From the contours of
features was calculated statistical values defined as functionals. The choice of classification
methods is also based on the results from published research [Par15]. Table 5.1 shows the
results obtained from the system design.
Tab. 5.1: Precision of presented experiments.
Database

k-NN

SVM

FFBP-NN

Sum rule

Product rule

Bayes Belief

BerlinDB (5 emo.)

77

80

81

82

83

85

emoDBova (4 emo.)

76

71

68

74

74

78

112DB (2 emo.)

84

96

98

-

-

-

5.3.1

Comparison with related research

Table 5.2 lists several relevant systems that are at least in part like this work.
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Fig. 5.2: Precision comparison of evaluated classifiers and proposed system on BerlinDB and
emoDBova.

Tab. 5.2: Comparison of related works with design attributes.
Source

Emotions

Database

Features

Classification

Achieved
results

Pappas
2015 [18]

2 emotions
anger vs.
rest (neutral)

call center
(Greek)

MFCC, E, ZCR, F0,
+ functionals

Logistic
regresion

70%
(anger
detection)

Lugger
2007 [19]

6 emotions
happiness,
bored, neutral,
sad, angry,
anxious

BerlinDB
(German)

MFCC, LFPC, VQP,
+ functionals

GMM

67–74%

Vaudable
2012 [20]

3 classes
negative, neutral,
positive emotions

call center
(French)

MFCC, F0, formants,
+ functionals

SVM

80%
(negative vs.
positive
emotions)

Atassi
2012 [21]

5 emotions
anger, happiness,
neutral, sadness,
surprise

call center
(Slavic)

MFCC, HFCC, PLP,
and others,
+ functionals

Two phase
classification

74%

4 emotions
anger, happiness,
neutral, sadness

emoDBova
calls from
radio show
(Czech)

Listed in thesis

Bayes belief
fusion
of k-NN,
SVM,
and FFBP-NN

78%

Own proposed
system

Pappas in [18] presented research that detects the occurrence of the emotional state of
anger, it means that the other emotional states formed a background model and amounted
to 70% percent (as Vaudable 80% in determining the polarity [20]). Really comprehensive
solution chose Lugger presented in [19], who first classified two subgroups of emotional
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states and then determined the final decision. The results were achieved on BerlinDB.
Atassi in [21] presented the results of his proposal with attributes closest to my work.
The first classifier selects two most probable emotional states, the second stage is a classification based on cross emotion (model trained only for a specific emotional couple.) This
proposal achieved an average 74% accuracy. The system presented in this work amounted
the highest 78% for database emoDBova with classes and 85% for BerlinDB with 5 classes.
However, it has already been mentioned that this comparison is only approximate.
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6

EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF PROPOSAL
SYSTEM IN SECURED COMMUNICATION
INFRASTRUCTURE

Created SER system is deployed as an additional service within the project TACR with
PID: TF01000091. Name of the project is Security of Mobile Devices and Communication.
The project is filed under program TF - The program of promoting cooperation in applied
research and experimental development through joint projects of technology innovation
agencies DELTA. The solution period of the project is between 01/2015–12/2017. Project
deals with design and implementation of secure communication solutions for multimedia
services. The solution will be implemented and used by the police department.

Fig. 6.1: Secured communication system structure for mobile devices.

The structure of the communication system is shown in Fig. 6.1. Asterisk server serves
as a software PBX for voice services. Dialed calls are recorded directly to the Asterisk
server as two separate recordings (caller and called party). These recordings are sent to
the Windows server where operate the proposed SER system.
Placed call is immediately processed by the system. OpenSMILE task is the creation
of feature extraction and feature vector. This vector is the input for multi-classification
system. The caller is associated with the emotional state, and the result is reported to
the administrator or other services as shown Fig. 6.2.
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Fig. 6.2: SER system implementation pipeline.

Another not less important benefit of this analysis is the ability to create a new database of emotional recordings since the recorded speech with the classified emotional state
is stored in the ownCloud server. The database will record various attributes associated
with the call (session) and classified emotions.
Implemented SER system will serve to the recognition of the emotional state, but its
primary purpose is stress detection from police units voice or calling citizens in need.
Sequentially created database will be used to further system retraining. The process of
system re-training/re-modeling delivers precise adjustment of classification for a concrete
environment.
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7

CONCLUSION

The current technological trend emphasizes the simplification and automation of humanmachine interaction. The most natural way of information exchange for a man is speech.
Human speech contains more information than just content. It is the emotional state,
which defines the mental state of man, and even change the apparently clear speech
content. This and other uses of emotional states are the reason why speech emotion
recognition is a hot topic for many research teams in the field of speech processing. The
proof is many relevant publications on this topic in the last decade. Most of the results are
difficult to compare because the approach of mentioned proposes often analyzes different
speech sources and different databases. Only a few research publications deal with the
Czech language speech. These and other reasons are behind the motivation to create
this work. Aims of this work were dedicated to the design and implementation of speech
emotion recognition system for spontaneous speech in the Czech language.
An important part of the SER system design is a selection of features, which will be
the most significant for emotion recognition. For this purpose, 72 LLDs features were
extracted, and 21 functionals were derived from LLDs contours. For all feature extraction
operations was used OpenSMILE extraction tool. The final feature vector for a single recording was formed in 1582 features. Part of the experiment was the feature selection PCA,
but after its application rapidly decreased accuracy and therefore was feature vector used
in full length without PCA. The mentioned and following operations have been programmed in Matlab environment. Among the many offered classification methods and after
previous research with classifiers the k-NN, SVM and FFBP-NN were selected [Par15].
Their accuracy was verified on the well-known BerlinDB. Feature vectors were extracted
from the recordings of five emotional states (anger, fear, happiness, sadness and neutral).
At first, the classification accuracy was evaluated on the ability to recognize emotional
state of all five classes. The k-NN has reached 77%, SVM 80% and FFBP achieved the
highest 81% precision. For FFBP-NN has also been evaluated cross-emotion recognition
precision. Percentage of mutual recognition of emotional states (one-by-one) achieved from
94 to 100%. These high values have been a precondition for a first draft of the classification
system.
Parallel cross-emotion recognition system was the first draft due to mentioned one-byone recognition accuracy. The system contained 10 FFBP-NN models for all combinations
of emotional couples. The score was determined by the summation rule of models output. One emotion score was extracted from probability density functions achieved from
models trained by interest emotion. Unfortunately, the results do not reach the expected preconditions. This proposal often misclassified speech recordings marked in fear and
happiness emotion as anger emotion. Therefore, this proposal was rejected and was not
further analyzed.
One objective of this dissertation was the creation of new Czech emotional database.
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As assignment form indicates, the database was used for training and testing proposed
SER system. Therefore, it was important to find adequate speech sources to create such a
database. The main prerequisite for the creation of the high-quality database is a spontaneous emotional speech. This kind of speech means recordings of real conversations. The
recordings have been systematically edited from the radio broadcast shows, which had a
relatively rich content of emotions. The total number of database recordings is 439 in five
emotional states (anger, fear, happiness, neutral and sadness). Recordings were exposed
to subjective evaluation by students of Department of Telecommunications where the database was called emoDBova. The result of the subjective evaluation is the insufficient
emotional significance of recordings marked as fear. Listeners often classified these recordings as other emotional states, in most cases neutral. Only anger, happiness, neutral and
sadness was used in rest of work.
Selected classification methods achieve 76% for k-NN, 71% for SVM and 68% for
FFBP-NN on emoDBova recordings. The results comparison with BerlinDB classification
is not entirely possible given the absence of fear emotion recordings. On the first sight, the
increased accuracy could be expected due to the lower number of interested classes. This
assumption contradicts differences in sound quality between recordings of BerlinDB and
emoDBova. Higher precision in BerlinDB was achieved due to studio-quality recordings,
alongside phone channel sound quality in the case of emoDBova.
In addition to emoDBova, the 112DB database has also been created. The source is 112
link of Integrated Rescue System. The number of recordings is small, but on the other
hand, voices are strong emotionally stimulated. Recorded speech consist of the phone
calls of people in need (car accident, injury, death, domestic violence, and so on). This
database was analyzed to use it to stress detection. This means that two classes have
been classified, neutral and stress. The precision after FFBP-NN classification achieved
96/100% for neutral/stress recognition.
The aim of the work is also a proposal for a new SER system. This proposal consists of
a compilation of multi-classification system based on the fusion of classification methods.
The purpose was to achieve increased final classification precision with the available methods. Three types of fusion have been used and verified. Product rule, sum rule, and
bayes belief integration were applied, and the accuracy was evaluated on BerlinDB and
emoDBova recordings. Given the previous precision of classification methods with the
extracted feature vector, the system is composed of the parallel fusion of k-NN, SVM
and FFBP-NN and same feature vector. The input of fusion is posterior probabilities of
classifiers. The best results were achieved with bayes belief integration fusion. Final classification accuracy reached 85% for five emotional states of BerlinDB and 78% of emoDBova
database. Parallel fusion of three classifiers based on bayes belief integration is the final
multi-classifier system design.
The proposed system is also part of the infrastructure that is used to secure communications developed within TACR with PID: TF01000091. Infrastructure will serve
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within secure communications for police units. SER system will analyze telephone calls
to recognizing emotional states and for stress detection.
Major contributions of this work are namely:
1. New created and evaluated Czech emotional speech database emoDBova and 112DB
for training and testing proposed system and systems developed in further researches.
2. New approach and design of the multi-classifier system for speech emotion recognition.
3. Implementation into the real environment. SER system realizes speech emotion recognition of caller in secured communication system infrastructure.
These points also represent the goals of the dissertation thesis. Mentioned databases,
proposed and implemented SER design are unique and have never been used.
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